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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Claudia Bill-de la Peña
City Clerk"s Office
Fwd: SLOW GROWTH!
Tuesday, May 25, 2021 2:32:06 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

---------- Forwarded message --------From: Tami <tami7.lynn@gmail.com>
Date: Tue, May 25, 2021 at 14:11
Subject: SLOW GROWTH!
To: <claudia4slowgrowth@gmail.com>


Dear Mayor,
I am kindly reminding you to please keep your campaign promise of slow
growth. And, not the reduced 23,000 unit developments put forth by a
consultant that doesn’t even live here. Please go back to the table and
come up with a plan that meets the needs of the community and is
supported by the people.
Thank you,
Tami Torras
Sent from my iPhone
--

Claudia Bill-de la Peña
Mayor, City of Thousand Oaks

805.449.2103
Biography
Website
Twitter
Facebook
Instagram

#inthistogether #tostrong
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Claudia Bill-de la Peña
City Clerk"s Office
Fwd: Slow Growth
Tuesday, May 25, 2021 2:32:56 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

---------- Forwarded message --------From: TERI TRUDEL <mthk@verizon.net>
Date: Tue, May 25, 2021 at 14:12
Subject: Slow Growth
To: <bengler@toaks.org>, <ejones@toaks.org>, <kmcnamee@toaks.org>, Claudia
<claudia4slowgrowth@gmail.com>, Al Adams <aadam@toaks.org>
Hello council members. You have a lot on your plate. I appreciate all that you do.
In case you haven’t heard from enough Thousand Oakians on the preferred use land map, I’d
like to add my two cents worth.
Please just remember we can’t undo a wrong decision. We only have to meet the mandated
requirements.
A mixed use village with a trolley system sounds nice, but I wonder, where will all the water
come from? How is our power grid going to work?
The housing market is cuckoo across the entire USA right now. Maybe the normal ways if
achieving homeownership aren’t working anymore?
The normal path was, live with lots of roommates, save, buy crappy condo outside of town
and commute, build up equity and save, buy crappy townhome, build equity, save. I don’t hear
that in any equation, that life is full of sacrifices to achieve what you want.
And if foreign entities are buying single family homes to be rented out, we’re all screwed.
So I’m not sure building a bunch of rental units will make homeownership any easier. And
will apartments bring families to TO?
We do need senior housing. We need housing for disabled adults that need help with
independent living. We should take care of these members of our community. We need to
make it easier to build ADUs. Even provide incentives to do so. Seniors will move out of their
long-held homes if they have somewhere to go.
We need to responsibly build affordable housing.
Measured, Balanced, Cautious Growth is, as it ever was, the solution.
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Thank you for listening.
Teri Trudel
mthk@verizon.net
--

Claudia Bill-de la Peña
Mayor, City of Thousand Oaks
805.449.2103
Biography
Website
Twitter
Facebook
Instagram

#inthistogether #tostrong
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Shawn D. Moradian
claudia4slowgrowth@gmail.com; Bob Engler; Al Adam; Ed Jones; Kevin McNamee
City Clerk"s Office; Andrew Powers; Tracy Noonan; Kelvin Parker; General Plan
Borchard Opportunity Site Rebuttal to SMMC Letter dated May 18, 2021
Tuesday, May 25, 2021 2:48:21 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

RE: May 25, 2021 City Council Meeting - General Plan Update
Dear Honorable City Council Members:
On May 18, 2021 the Santa Monica Mountains Conservancy (SMMC) issued a letter to the
City, urging against the up zoning of the Borchard Opportunity Site (Property). The basis of
their request concluded that the Property, as it currently sits, is protected open space and
protected wetlands, neither of which are true.
In our previous correspondence with the City we submitted documentation from the US Army
Corps of Engineers confirming unequivocally that the Borchard Opportunity Site is not
deemed a Wetlands, not subject to any federal or state environmental jurisdiction, and contains
no sensitive habitat. This fact was further covered by the Acorn in at least 2 separate public
articles in 2018 and 2021, and during a presentation before the Casa Conejo MAC in 2018 by
myself and former Public Works Director, Jay Spurgin. We are still investigating the cause
and/or origin of the SMMC letter.
Even more surprising is their notion that the Borchard Opportunity Site is “public open
space”. A basic, simple inquiry, or mere review of the staff report would inform any lay
person that the property is neither public land, nor zoned as open space. The SMMC has no
jurisdiction to interfere in City land use policy, nor the City’s obligation to comply with
California State Law.
Therefore, we respectfully and adamantly dispute the erroneous contentions in the SMMC
letter. We ask that it not be used to mislead and/or affect your decision this evening while you
responsibly plan to meet state housing mandates.
Respectfully submitted,
MASON PARTNERS, LLC
Shawn D. Moradian
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Claudia Bill-de la Peña
City Clerk"s Office
Fwd: The Land of Use Map for the General Plan update
Tuesday, May 25, 2021 3:07:21 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

---------- Forwarded message --------From: Lilian Mendoza <lilianmendoza72@gmail.com>
Date: Tue, May 25, 2021 at 14:39
Subject: The Land of Use Map for the General Plan update
To: <claudia4slowgrowth@gmail.com>, <bengler@toaks.org>, <aadam@toaks.org>,
<ejones@toaks.org>, <kmcnamee@toaks.org>
Dear Mayor and Council Members,
Tonight as you discuss the Land Use Map for the General Plan update, I’d like you to
consider not just looking for the needs of ALL of the people, but also supporting
zoning village centers for mixed use so the property owner and developers will have
the option to build more apartments if needed. I really think that most people don’t
understand how good this village centers could be for our community. Most Latinx, for
example, have a problem with transportation. A lot of our Latinx women don’t drive or
they can not afford to buy a car. Most of them, single mothers. I’ll be great if they had
the opportunity to just walk in order to get groceries.
I’m asking you also to support truly more low income housing. I know that it 's NOT
easy, but we have a saying in Spanish that says “Si las cosas que valen la pena
fueran fáciles, todo el mundo las haría”. This means that if it was easy to do important
things everybody would do it.
You are exceptional people, and I really trust that you’ll do what is best for our
community.
Respectfully,
Lilian Teran
President Of Adelante Comunidad Conejo
--

Claudia Bill-de la Peña
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Claudia Bill-de la Peña
City Clerk"s Office
Fwd: Comments on proposed Land Use Map for the General Plan update, May 25, 2021
Tuesday, May 25, 2021 3:08:06 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

---------- Forwarded message --------From: Lee Ann Holland <lee_ann_holland@hotmail.com>
Date: Tue, May 25, 2021 at 14:49
Subject: Comments on proposed Land Use Map for the General Plan update, May 25, 2021
To: <claudia4slowgrowth@gmail.com>, <bengler@toaks.org>, <aadam@toaks.org>,
<ejones@toaks.org>, <kmcnamee@toaks.org>

Dear Mayor Bill-de la Peña, Mayor Pro Tem Engler and Councilmembers Adam,
Jones and McNamee,
I am writing to share the public comment that I hope to give at the City Council
meeting this evening in case there is not enough time for me to deliver this public
comment before you vote.
I’d like to preface my intended remarks with some information from The Arc, a
national organization that advocates for the rights of people with intellectual and
developmental disabilities.
“For people with disabilities, there are far too many barriers to housing. Without
affordable, accessible housing in the community, many are at risk of
institutionalization or homelessness.
Across the nation, many people with disabilities are experiencing an affordability
crisis. Approximately 4.8 million non-institutionalized people with disabilities who
rely on federal monthly Supplemental Security Income (SSI) have incomes
averaging only about $9,156 per year – low enough to be priced out of every rental
housing market in the nation...
The availability of affordable, accessible housing remains far less than the need,
leaving far too many people with I/DD institutionalized, homeless, or in “worst
case” housing (paying too much in rent to afford other basics or living in severely
inadequate conditions.)”
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You can read more about the housing crisis for people with disabilities here:
https://thearc.org/policy-advocacy/housing/.

I thank you in advance for your consideration.
Best,
Lee Ann Holland
Public Comment for May 25, 2021, Thousand Oaks City Council Meeting
My name is Lee Ann Holland and I live in Newbury Park. I am the leader of
THRIVE Conejo, and we are part of Conejo Unido.
Tonight, as you discuss the Land Use Map for the General Plan update, I hope that
you will consider the needs of ALL of the people who live and work in Thousand
Oaks.
I am the parent of a child with disabilities that significantly impact her life. Due to
her disability, my daughter is more likely to be unemployed and live in poverty
when she grows up. And once her dad and I are no longer around to care for her,
she is at risk for institutionalization and homelessness.
It’s a deep fear that haunts many families like mine, because right now, options are
extremely limited for people with mobility or intellectual and developmental
disabilities to live as independently as possible in our community.
When I first heard about the General Plan update, I was immediately hopeful that
circumstances could change for people like my daughter, and that our city could
create more affordable, accessible and inclusive housing for people with disabilities.
I have to admit that the past few weeks have been pretty soul crushing as I have
witnessed the circling of the unwelcome wagons by some members of our
community. It hurts to realize that not everyone cares to make room for my child in
our city.
Still, I am hopeful. I am grateful that the City Council has made commitments to
prioritize equity and inclusion and investments to address affordable housing and
homelessness.
In considering how the proposed Land Use map can help support those goals, the
Village Centers concept offers the greatest potential for creating livable
neighborhoods for those who need affordable housing and who need to be able to
walk or use a wheelchair to access jobs, grocery stores and other amenities. People
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like my daughter.
The current map only includes two of the originally proposed Village Center sites.
My wish is that you will consider putting more Village Center locations back on the
map.
Will you do it? Families like mine are counting on you to make room in your hearts
and space in our city so that children like mine will be able to live in our
community when they grow up.
Thank you for listening.
--

Claudia Bill-de la Peña
Mayor, City of Thousand Oaks
805.449.2103
Biography
Website
Twitter
Facebook
Instagram

#inthistogether #tostrong
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Claudia Bill-de la Peña
City Clerk"s Office
Fwd: Slow the Growth-- No Change -- General Plan
Tuesday, May 25, 2021 3:20:27 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Claudia Bill-de la Peña
Mayor, City of Thousand Oaks
805.449.2103
Biography
Website
Twitter
Facebook
Instagram
Begin forwarded message:
From: Bill Skresvig <skresman@gmail.com>
Date: May 25, 2021 at 15:12:08 PDT
To: claudia4slowgrowth@roadrunner.com
Subject: Slow the Growth-- No Change -- General Plan

City Council Member
Claudia Bill-de-la Pena
Please consider :
Stay within the Existing General Plan…with its restrictions [ 3 stories and 30
units per acre].
Only allow reasonable development , to meet state mandates

Thanks for your consideration
T.O. Resident 25+ yrs
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Bill Skresvig
805-300-3247
882 Newbury Rd
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

karen wilburn
City Clerk"s Office; claudia4slowgrowth@gmail.com; Al Adam; Bob Engler; Ed Jones; Kevin McNamee
RE: ADDITIONAL *Important Information for Public Comment at the May 25 Council Meeting*
Tuesday, May 25, 2021 3:37:20 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

This is outrageous. You tell us this less than 3 hours before the meeting. Many
of us have worked on our comments for days. Not much can be said in 1
minute.

KAREN
Karenwilburn32@outlook.com
213-216-1937

From: City Clerk's Office <cityclerk@toaks.org>
Sent: Tuesday, May 25, 2021 3:14 PM
Subject: ADDITIONAL *Important Information for Public Comment at the May 25 Council Meeting*
Hello,
Please note the following information regarding today’s City Council meeting:
In order to maximize time for public comment this evening, speakers will be limited to 1 minute.
Please prepare your comment to state your name, city of residence, and the statement you’d like to
make.
As a reminder, this meeting includes the continuance of the May 18th meeting to allow for City
Council deliberation on the preferred land use map. Public Comment is open to all topics within the
City's jurisdiction and will be open until 6:45 p.m. The Mayor will alternate between remote and inperson speakers. Unfortunately, City Staff will be unable to provide you with a timeframe for when
11

you may be called. If you are not called prior to 6:45 p.m., you may be called at the end of the
meeting
We appreciate your patience and interest in participation.
Thank you,
City Clerk Department
City of Thousand Oaks
2100 Thousand Oaks Boulevard
Thousand Oaks CA 91362
(805)449-2151
(805)449-2150 (fax)
City Hall Hours - Monday-Thursday 7:30 am - 5 pm / Fridays 8 am - 5 pm (City Hall is Closed every other Friday)
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Claudia Bill-de la Peña
City Clerk"s Office
Fwd: Newbury Park - Development Project Michael Drive/Borchard/Alice/Denise
Tuesday, May 25, 2021 3:41:13 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Begin forwarded message:
From: Carla Benassi Falcone <carla_usa30@hotmail.com>
Subject: Newbury Park - Development Project Michael
Drive/Borchard/Alice/Denise
Date: May 25, 2021 at 3:39:38 PM PDT
To: "claudia4slowgrowth@gmail.com" <claudia4slowgrowth@gmail.com>,
"bengler@toaks.org" <bengler@toaks.org>, "aadam@toaks.org"
<aadam@toaks.org>, "ejones@toaks.org" <ejones@toaks.org>,
"kmcnamee@toaks.org" <kmcnamee@toaks.org>
Dear City Council and Planning Commission,
my family and I kindly ask that you keep the current zoning as is for our area
(Michael Drive/Borchard/Alice/Denise).
We are very concerned about the traffic amount that the new proposed plan
(hotel/retail/housing etc) would bring to our town and specifically to our
neighborhoods. We moved here because we liked the much more peaceful and
safer place to live than the valley/bigger cities, a place to raise a family and to live
in the for long term.
I live right off of Michael Drive, a block from the Baskin Robbin's plaza. When
school is in session at Earths Magnet Elementary, traffic is already congested. If
this new proposal passes, the additional traffic would be awful. Cars already park
on our street for pick up and drop off at the school (which is fine). However, the
new plan would bring even more cars into the area, and they'd park on our
streets too.
We are concerned about fire safety as well, in case we have to evacuate and
access onto the freeway. We remember in 2018, it took people 2 hours to get
onto the freeway from certain neighborhoods. Then once on the freeway, traffic
was going very slow.
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We have been researching the history behind this piece of land, and we know
that this current zoning and easement was in place when the current owners
bought the land in 1989. That's why they paid so little for it. Right now, based on
these conditions, even the city of Thousand Oaks says that the land is only
suitable for 20 homes.
I hope you take these points into consideration when you make a decision
tonight. I appreciate all your hard work trying to understand each proposal and
making the right decision.
Respectfully,
Carla Falcone (my cell: 805-410-2497)
Michael Falcone
Elizabeth Falcone
Salvador Falcone
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Claudia Bill-de la Peña
City Clerk"s Office
Fwd: SLOW GROWTH
Tuesday, May 25, 2021 3:41:22 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Begin forwarded message:
From: "nrose@reagan.com" <nrose@reagan.com>
Subject: SLOW GROWTH
Date: May 25, 2021 at 3:37:32 PM PDT
To: claudia4slowgrowth@gmail.com
Mayor Claudia, I urge you to abide by the slow growth platform you ran on. We need you to
reverse course and honor your word to your constituents. Please represent the people and protect
the community and vote NO on the General Plan. Let's grow, and grow wisely.
Thank you,
Natalie Rosamund
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Claudia Bill-de la Peña
City Clerk"s Office
Fwd: Slow growth
Tuesday, May 25, 2021 3:42:02 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Begin forwarded message:
From: u <fredvillela@aol.com>
Subject: Slow growth
Date: May 25, 2021 at 3:17:59 PM PDT
To: "claudia4slowgrowth@gmail.com" <claudia4slowgrowth@gmail.com>
Reply-To: u <fredvillela@aol.com>
Hi Clauida, as a 48 year resident of Thousand Oaks/ Newbury Park and a wildlife
advocate, I would ask that you put a halt to any further development, as the traffic
congestion is already extreme in our city. We need to protect what's left of our wetland
areas, like that in Newbury Park, aslo, high buildings don't fit with the look of Thousand
Oaks, that's why we live here and not the Valley.
Thanks for your consideration,
Sincerely,Fred Villela
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Claudia Bill-de la Peña
City Clerk"s Office
Fwd: Slow the Growth-- No Change -- General Plan
Tuesday, May 25, 2021 3:42:18 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Begin forwarded message:
From: Bill Skresvig <skresman@gmail.com>
Subject: Slow the Growth-- No Change -- General Plan
Date: May 25, 2021 at 3:11:48 PM PDT
To: claudia4slowgrowth@roadrunner.com
City Council Member
Claudia Bill-de-la Pena
Please consider :
Stay within the Existing General Plan…with its restrictions [ 3 stories and 30
units per acre].
Only allow reasonable development , to meet state mandates

Thanks for your consideration
T.O. Resident 25+ yrs
Bill Skresvig
805-300-3247
882 Newbury Rd
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Claudia Bill-de la Peña
City Clerk"s Office
Fwd: SLOW GROWTH
Tuesday, May 25, 2021 3:49:57 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Begin forwarded message:
From: Sharon C <smc.junk@sbcglobal.net>
Subject: SLOW GROWTH
Date: May 25, 2021 at 3:49:16 PM PDT
To: "claudia4slowgrowth@gmail.com" <claudia4slowgrowth@gmail.com>
Reply-To: Sharon C <smc.junk@sbcglobal.net>
Dear Ms. De La Pena:
I'd like to strongly encourage you to keep your campaign promises and
representations as someone supporting slow growth. The willingness to
sell out the constituents who voted for you and for those who enjoy visiting
and shopping in the City of Thousand Oaks, you are doing a disservice to
those very people who have placed their consent for you to represent
them. At this point, it really looks like the only one you are representing is
a developer who doesn't even live in Thousand Oaks and your own
personal interests.
I'm writing to voice my opposition to the Thousand Oaks 2045 Plan and request
an 8 year plan to start out. The 2045 plan was originally developed to 35,000 units
through a highly flawed process. Especially in light of the scarcity of utility
resources (i.e. water) and the increase in traffic density, please reduce the
number of units that support slow growth that has long made T.O. such a
desirable place to live.
Thank you in advance for listening to the will of the people!
Sincerely ,
Sharon C. Garcia
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Claudia Bill-de la Peña
City Clerk"s Office
Fwd: 9A- Preferred Land Use Map
Tuesday, May 25, 2021 3:52:24 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Begin forwarded message:
From: Nicole Hanson <nicolejhanson@yahoo.com>
Subject: 9A- Preferred Land Use Map
Date: May 25, 2021 at 3:51:35 PM PDT
To: claudia4slowgrowth@gmail.com, claudia4slowgrowth@gmail.com
Dear Ms. Bill-de la Peña,
Your email address has 4 slow growth in it, so I believe that this is truly an
important issue to you. That makes me very hopeful that you will vote NO on the
current Preferred Land Use Map, because there is nothing slow growth about it.
The height is probably the most concerning to me, personally. You said at the last
meeting that 75 feet is too high, so I was happy to hear that. I think that it has
served Thousand Oaks well to have a height limit if 35 feet, with the possibility
for discretionary project approval for taller buildings. Please take this into serious
consideration. Once the heights are written in the plan, it will be out of the City
Councils hands, and I believe that would be a serious mistake.
Additionally, a concentrated and dense Thousand Oaks Boulevard is not in
keeping with slow growth. Please vote to just meet the state requirements at this
time. There is no rush, and once done, it cannot be undone. I feel that we are
being lead in a direction that goes against our city’s character and charm. Please
reject this plan!
Thank you for your time & consideration,
Nicole Hanson
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Claudia Bill-de la Peña
City Clerk"s Office
Fwd: 05/25/2021 City Council Meeting - Public Comment
Tuesday, May 25, 2021 3:55:05 PM
05252021 City Council meeting - Public Comment.docx

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Begin forwarded message:
From: Linda Lynda <nirvanalk@hotmail.com>
Subject: 05/25/2021 City Council Meeting - Public Comment
Date: May 25, 2021 at 3:27:20 PM PDT
To: "claudia4slowgrowth@gmail.com" <claudia4slowgrowth@gmail.com>,
"bengler@toaks.org" <bengler@toaks.org>, "aadam@toaks.org"
<aadam@toaks.org>, "ejones@toaks.org" <ejones@toaks.org>,
"kmcnamee@toaks.org" <kmcnamee@toaks.org>
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Claudia Bill-de la Peña
City Clerk"s Office
Fwd: Slow Growth in Thousand Oaks
Tuesday, May 25, 2021 4:00:19 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Begin forwarded message:
From: Deborah Baber <dbaber@rvalues.us>
Subject: Slow Growth in Thousand Oaks
Date: May 25, 2021 at 3:58:57 PM PDT
To: "claudia4slowgrowth@gmail.com" <claudia4slowgrowth@gmail.com>
Dear Mayor Bill-de la Peña,
We live in tenuous times. My hope for Thousand Oaks and for all the cities in Ventura
County is they will pause on plans to “grow”. And, as your slogan says, invest in slow
growth instead.
We are living through a time in history unlike any other. The division among us is
extraordinary. Truth versus Fiction; Fact versus Myth; Pride in Country versus
damnation of our history. Our world in Ventura County is further upended by questions
of governments acting unlawfully and/or unconstitutionally. Good people making bad
decisions outside of their authority and jurisdiction.
Small businesses all over the county have closed permanently. Some are teetering on
survival. Others survive only with government handouts which changes the business
model and dynamics. Families too face uncertain futures regarding work, childcare and
education, and the cost of living in California.
Please vote FOR slow growth alongside Ed Jones and Kevin McNamee and vote NO on
the general plan.
Stressing Thousand Oaks with additional building/planning decisions now when there
are so many unknowns and sands are shifting underfoot every day does not make
sense. Please let the city you love catch its breath again before taking up the question
of when, where, what, and how much to build. Thank you.
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Constitutionally Yours,
Deborah Baber
C: 646-895-0049
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From: Willie L <willardjlubka@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, May 25, 2021 1:52 PM
To: claudia4slowgrowth@gmail.com; Bob Engler <BEngler@toaks.org>; Al Adam <AAdam@toaks.org>;
Ed Jones <EJones@toaks.org>; Kevin McNamee <KMcNamee@toaks.org>; City Manager's Office
<CityManager@toaks.org>
Subject: General Plan and zoning
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Dear Mayor, Mayor Pro Tem, Council Members, and City Manager,
I am a 20 year resident of Thousand Oaks, a homeowner, small business owner, voter, and parent. I'm
also a volunteer with a local non‐profit organization called Buen Vecino, which is a part of the Conejo
Unido coalition.
I support flexible mixed‐use zoning as much as possible in our city, including at locations like the Rancho
Conejo/Borchard site, any other vacant land properties, the village centers, the K‐Mart site, and the
Janss Marketplace district. I urge you to prioritize opportunities for development of more affordable
housing. People who perform services vital to everyone in Thousand Oaks who are paid low wages
generally have three options for housing. They can apply for an affordable rental at a facility such as
Many Mansions, get on a long waiting list, and figure out how to survive in the meantime. They can
commute from far away, which means their children are not in our schools and their paychecks do not
go into the city's economy. Or, they can sublet bedrooms in their homes, which causes crowded,
unhealthy conditions. The housing issue is leading to a shortage of workers. One way to address this
issue would be to adopt a higher minimum wage in the city. I hope you will consider that in the future.
But with the focus now on the General Plan and zoning, I urge you to commit the city more than ever to
supporting and enabling additional low income housing. Expand our engagement with organizations like
Many Mansions, the Housing Trust Fund of Ventura County, and others like them. Approve zoning that is
as flexible as possible in all areas where there are realistic opportunities for housing development.
Adopt an inclusionary housing ordinance. This path for our future will bring greater vitality, economic
activity, cultural richness, equity, and inclusion to our community. Our city should not be like an airliner
with an exclusive first class cabin and no seats available for passengers in coach. Please set a wise course
that recognizes the value, worth, and dignity of all who live and work here.
Thanks to each of you for your service and dedication.
Sincerely,
Willie Lubka
805‐218‐1189
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Heidi Lyn
City Clerk"s Office
General Plan Update
Tuesday, May 25, 2021 4:32:18 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Please reject the General Plan Update. It does not preserve the character of neighborhoods.
I am a 40 year resident of N.P.
Heidi Lyn Williiams
805 402 8427
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Wendy Zimmerman
Kelvin Parker; City Clerk"s Office; claudia4slowgrowth@gmail.com; Al Adam; Ed Jones; Bob Engler; Kevin
McNamee
Comments On Land Use Plan for TO City Council Meeting 5-25-201
Tuesday, May 25, 2021 4:39:14 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Dear Thousand Oaks City Council Members and City Staff:
PLEASE SLOW DOWN AND LISTEN
Sometimes we just need to stop talking and listen to nature. To be quiet
and watch in order to understand what nature is telling us. In this case,
when it comes to the Borchard Property, nature tells us that the land is a
part of a flood plain. Water is meant to be there and that the land and
water come together there for the benefit of the waterfowl, the frogs that
come to life, and to hydrate the plants and animals. Maybe this sounds
corny, but that is what happens whenever it rains here in Newbury Park.
We neighbors hear the message. City Council needs to listen and get the
message too. We’d much rather hear birds, frogs, coyotes and other fourlegged critters than drunken party animals.
KEEP THE R-1-8 ZONING ON THE BORCHARD PROPERTY
It’s time for City to tell Moradian that City is sticking keeping the R-1-8
zoning for the 36 acre Borchard property that is currently in place. The
science and flood control issues are real. The limit is 20, low density
single family houses. Not one house more. Those houses can augment the
local single family housing inventory without overpowering the
surrounding neighborhood. The City will have to tell Moradian that it must
keep its promise to ALL single family residential neighborhoods to protect
them, including those in Newbury Park, zip code 91320. Mixed use is not
compatible now nor will it ever be as long as our houses, many of them
built in the early 1960’s and 1970s, remain.
MIXED USE WOULD BE A DISASTER FOR THE SINGLE FAMILY
NEIGHBORHOOD SURROUNDING AND ADJACENT TO THE
BORCHARD PROPERTY
If mixed use were allowed on the Borchard property, it would spell
disaster in traffic on local streets for residents who won’t be able to get in
and out of their driveways and create additional traffic jams on the main
North/South artery in Newbury Park, Wendy Drive. None of the streets
from Bella on the North to Borchard on the South are capable of handling
more than a few extra trips, certainly not the many thousands mixed use
would generate at all hours of the day and night.
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That kind of heavy traffic would keep everybody waiting around and
polluting the air for much longer periods of time. It can already take
several minutes for drivers on Bella and Alice to make turns onto those
streets or get onto Wendy from those streets. I know this because I’ve
waited, and had to beg people trapped in the back up on Wendy Drive to
let me in or let me through. There are no signal lights at those streets,
the signals are at Ruth and Gerald and service the homes and schools to
the West of Wendy Drive. Home values will decline because people don’t
want to buy houses they can’t get to and have so much adjacent noise
they can’t sleep at night. More commercial properties will be vacant than
are already empty. Overloading a community that already has plenty of
retail, dining and business will result in new venues with high prices will
fail as well.
If we can’t get to and from our homes because of congestion, neither will
police and fire be able to get there either. Our neighborhood will be
unsafe because of long response times. Yes, it is a matter of life and
death.
The areas adjacent to the 101 Freeway in Newbury can and do flood. I
took the attached pictures during a rainstorm in March 2019. What if we
had to evacuate? See attached.
We couldn’t go anywhere when the Hill fire encircled us followed almost
immediately by the Woolsey fire. Wendy Drive was packed with cars
diverted from the freeway, first in one direction and then the other. No
one came to help us beyond the freeway entrances. We watched the fires
from our front yards. Homes were lost in nearby Vallecito. See pictures of
the fires I took from my street in the “sphere of influence” as you call it.
CITY IS DISCRIMINATING AGAINST 1/3 OF THE POPULATION OF
THE CITY’S RESIDENTS WHO LIVE IN NEWBURY PARK
Newbury Park, zip code 91320, has a population of 44,000 people, just
over a THIRD of the population of the City of Thousand Oaks. Newbury
Park residents occupy about 15,400 housing units, most of them in single
family homes in housing tracts with different price ranges, including some
of the most affordable in the area. Newbury Park has more people than
any other zip code in Thousand Oaks. But City’s biased plans call for
cramming in an even larger portion of new housing units than the other
so-called areas of change and so many other areas that are spared
completely.
The proposed plans treat Newbury Park homeowners like poor relatives
from the wrong side of the City. By law, city owes the residents of
Newbury Park equal protection. Failure to do so is a form discrimination
and violation of our civil rights. City Council must not let this happen.
Stop telling us to “talk to the hand” and pay attention. Do the right thing
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and revise the land use plan so that it is equitable for ALL.
WE CAN UPDATE AND REVITALIZE EXISTING COMMERCIAL,
RETAIL, BUSINESS AREAS
In an era when brick and mortar retail, commerce and business needs are
DECREASING, City’s new proposed land use calls for substantially MORE
buildings. This is beyond being unwise to the point of being absurd and
destructive. Vacancy rates will soar. Businesses that manage to succeed
and survive now and new ones will cannibalize either other.
We have more than enough shopping and other commercial areas all
around us on both the north and south sides of the freeway at every exit
from the 101 from Wendy Drive through Ventu Park Rd in Newbury Park
and continuing through and beyond the TO City border in
Westlake. Enough already. We can spruce up existing shopping centers
that are underutilized. We can add housing that is needed where cars no
longer park. We can put new, large entertainment-oriented venues out in
industrial areas that allow for flexibility. Where roads are wider, space is
cheaper and where the noise won’t keep families up all night and drunk
drivers won’t be running into our cars, or worse, over our children.
For example, just off the Wendy Drive exits from the 101 Freeway we
ALREADY HAVE, (yes, warning you may run out of breath just reading this
long list):
Wendy Drive: On the North side we have the local giants: Lowe’s, Home
Depot, and Target. They are accompanied by a huge gym, an auto parts
store, a new TJ Maxx, Party City, two banks and Fed Ex. Restaurants:
Jack In The Box, Farmer Boys, Islands, Ranch Hand, Chipotle, Tutti Fruti,
The Habit, Presto Pasta, Mod Pizza, Daphne’s, a Pho place coming in,
Subway, Starbucks, Jamba Juice, Denny’s, Pollo Loco and Coffee
Connection. Chevron gas and America’s Best Motel.
On the South side we have McDonalds, a donut shop, a food place that
fluctuates, Boney Mountain, Taco Bell, Jersey Mikes, Mama’s Humus,
Sushi, and waffles coming soon. Dollar Tree, auto parts, barbershop,
nails, Exer Urgent Care, a sports shop, and a liquor store. Wendy’s Gas
and Mobile Gas.
I might even have missed a store or two. And these are just the places in
the centers closest to the freeway. I think there’s an insurance and a
dental office by Coffee Connection.
WE COULD USE A BEAUTIFUL PARK WITH A LAKE IN NEWBURY PARK
We could use a pretty water based flood control park on the rest of the
Borchard property. There are beautiful creative ways to provide for
wildlife, recreation and flood control that will benefit us all. We don’t have
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a public lake in Thousand Oaks, Westlake is a private lake that only allows
home owners to boat there. The other area lakes are also private.
Attached are some photos to give you some ideas that might be modified
to beautify our area for everyone’s benefit. Take a look at Duck Pond Park
and the arroyo in Simi, at Balboa Lake in Van Nuys, and the lake at
Reseda Park just to name a few. We have plenty of parks with other
forms of recreation.
Yes, Moradian will need to be paid for the rest of the parcel, this is not a
taking. He’s had offers. The 20 houses plus payment for the future park
would provide him with a more than handsome profit. But it would also
provide us with something we could all use and enjoy.
LISTEN TO THE FORMER PLANNING COMMISSIONERS
The former planning Commissioners set forth a reasonable plan in their
letter. I agree with them in addition to what I’ve said above. Please, listen
and process these requests with an open mind. Don’t let dollars and
profits lead us into the destruction of our community. We can work with
what we have, add housing to places that have already been paved over,
and create some much needed INTERNAL open space. Adopting
Alternative 4 would be akin “throwing out the baby with the bathwater.”
Don’t do it.
I hope this brings you some clarity at this crucial stage. Please tell the
planning team to go back to the drawing board and make further
revisions.
Thank you.
Wendy Zimmerman
Newbury Park
wdzimmerman@yahoo.com
Member and past Chair of the Casa Conejo Municipal Advisory Council,
Thousand Oaks Bicycle Advisory Team, Municipal Services Group for
Thousand Oaks Visioning 2064
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5/25/2021

Mail - General Plan - Outlook

Borchard Opportunity Site Rebuttal to SMMC Letter dated May 18, 2021
Shawn D. Moradian <shawndmoradian@gmail.com>
Tue 5/25/2021 2:48 PM
To: claudia4slowgrowth@gmail.com <claudia4slowgrowth@gmail.com>; Bob Engler <BEngler@toaks.org>; Al Adam
<AAdam@toaks.org>; Ed Jones <EJones@toaks.org>; Kevin McNamee <KMcNamee@toaks.org>
Cc: City Clerk's Office <cityclerk@toaks.org>; Andrew Powers <APowers@toaks.org>; Tracy Noonan <TNoonan@toaks.org>;
Kelvin Parker <KParker@toaks.org>; General Plan <GP@toaks.org>

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organiza on. Do not click links or open a achments unless you recognize
the sender and know the content is safe.

RE: May 25, 2021 City Council Meeting - General Plan Update
Dear Honorable City Council Members:
On May 18, 2021 the Santa Monica Mountains Conservancy (SMMC) issued a letter to the City, urging
against the up zoning of the Borchard Opportunity Site (Property). The basis of their request
concluded that the Property, as it currently sits, is protected open space and protected wetlands,
neither of which are true.
In our previous correspondence with the City we submitted documentation from the US Army Corps
of Engineers confirming unequivocally that the Borchard Opportunity Site is not deemed a Wetlands,
not subject to any federal or state environmental jurisdiction, and contains no sensitive habitat. This
fact was further covered by the Acorn in at least 2 separate public articles in 2018 and 2021, and
during a presentation before the Casa Conejo MAC in 2018 by myself and former Public Works
Director, Jay Spurgin. We are still investigating the cause and/or origin of the SMMC letter.
Even more surprising is their notion that the Borchard Opportunity Site is “public open space”. A basic,
simple inquiry, or mere review of the staff report would inform any lay person that the property is
neither public land, nor zoned as open space. The SMMC has no jurisdiction to interfere in City land
use policy, nor the City’s obligation to comply with California State Law.
Therefore, we respectfully and adamantly dispute the erroneous contentions in the SMMC letter. We
ask that it not be used to mislead and/or affect your decision this evening while you responsibly plan
to meet state housing mandates.
Respectfully submitted,
MASON PARTNERS, LLC
Shawn D. Moradian
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TO COUNCIL: 05/25/2021
MEETING DATE: 05/25/2021
Name (Optional)

City

Tony

Newbury Park

KC Molle

Thousand Oaks

9A

Opposed

I do not agree with the population density that is approved, Thousand Oaks/Newbury Park should remain a "small town", which is the way
residents like it!

Tamara L. Napier

Newbury Park

9A

Opposed

Joe Valderama

Thousand Oaks

9A

Opposed

I am TOTALLY against any mixed use building on the current empty lot South of the Borchard off ramp other than single family dwelling as
it is currently zoned. In fact, I think it would make an excellent park! Let’s not overbuild our beloved city. It will ruin its charm and
character.
Trash this plan! Approval to open our beautiful city up to 20,000+ new residencies and 60,000 more people is outrageous. City planners
need to pace growth much more slowly. Let’s meet our state requirements without throwing the baby out with the bath water. Speaking
of water, where will we get enough? Not to mention when we need it to put a fire as we are all burning to death trapped in traffic grid
lock! There is absolutely no need to change our city so dramatically. One can only imagine relationships builders have with city officials to
get this plan so far. Please come to your senses, trash this plan.

Peggy Burns

Newbury Park

9A

Opposed

9A

In favor

9A

Opposed

John F. Reid

Thousand Oaks

Item # In favor/
Opposed
6
Opposed

Comment
Please do not change the Borchard zoning. Leave as is! I first moved to Newbury Park 15 years ago for my studies at CLU. The reason why I
chose CLU and to remain in the area was solely due to the fact that this city is much calmer and relaxing place to live compared to Oxnard,
Simi Valley, and San Fernando Valley. This is a place where we can come to unplug from the world and yet be within driving distance to
the buzz/city life. We don't need nor do we want more multi‐zoned/multi‐family buildings here.
It is obvious that the amount of traffic this will increase (more than it has been in the last 15 years), the amount of congestion at
stores/grocery stores will increase, the cost of overall living will increase. This is truly a lose‐lose scenario for us locals.
Please let's not make decisions only based on finances ‐ yes there is a lot of money to be collected by the city ‐ but please look at it at a
macro level and how this plan will be interrupting the lives of us locals. Please don't push us out of our homes.
Thank you.

I am OPPOSED to the city's "General Plan". Let the people of T.O. vote on what they want. i AM PRO SLOW GROWTH. I thought Mayor
Bill de la Pena was pro slow growth. Has she been lying to the citizens all these years??? Rumor is that our Mayor will be running next
year for Linda Parks job, we won't forget how you vote on this issue.
Creating Village Centers in the Oaks Mall, Janss Marketplace, Amgen employment hub, and existing neighborhood commercial centers
citywide is the best answer to our city's multiple challenges. I would limit new housing to pilot projects in these four areas to revitalize
local businesses hard‐hit by COVID, telecommuting, and online shopping, by allowing mixed‐use re‐development (ie: retail plus housing) at
the current height limits in these areas. This would also improve quality of life by establishing more walkable and bikeable areas, and keep
more cars off the road by making daily errands more accessible without a vehicle. This will improve air quality, which greatly impacts our
health!
I am strongly opposed to adopting this item. I participated in the process but did not believe it was a fair one that allowed for sufficient
public participation. I know that there is strong opposition in the public to this draft plan which will severely alter the character of the City.
Vote no and start over now that the Pandemic is ending and the public can fully participate.
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Name (Optional)

City

Deborah Baber

Item # In favor/
Opposed
9A
Opposed

Comment
Dear City Council Members,
We live in tenuous times. My hope for Thousand Oaks and for all the cities in Ventura County is they will pause on plans to “grow”.
We are living through a time in history unlike any other. The division among us is extraordinary. Truth versus Fiction; Fact versus Myth;
Pride in Country versus damnation of our history. Our world in Ventura County is further upended by questions of governments acting
unlawfully and/or unconstitutionally. Good people making bad decisions outside of their authority and jurisdiction.
Small businesses all over the county have closed permanently. Some are teetering on survival. Others survive only with government
handouts which changes the business model and dynamics. Families too face uncertain futures regarding work, childcare and education,
and the cost of living in California.
Please vote FOR slow growth and vote NO on the general plan.
Stressing Thousand Oaks with additional building/planning decisions now when there are so many unknowns and sands are shifting
underfoot every day does not make sense. Please let the city you love catch its breath again before taking up the question of when,
where, what, and how much to build. Thank you.

Karen Martin

Thousand Oaks

9A

Opposed

I was lucky to have a job that I could be a part of the community, to make it better. It pains me to see how blatantly the city council has
taken a beautiful town and built it out. Unfortunately you are not done. You have approved two large build outs on the boulevard with no
traffic mitigation. I know the residents will have cars as you are providing parking. You have given developers free waste water hookups
for an indeterminate amount of time yet require your homeowners to pay in advance. Thousand Oaks may not suit you, but it seems fine
to me, as well as my friends and neighbors. You tell me know one else is complaining about noise, traffic congestion and crime, it it seems
those same friends and neighbors are told the same. It is criminal how you are changing this community. If you don’t like it, why don’t
you move? It was very telling listening to the speakers during the last meeting. Those pro plan used terms like “staff recommendations “
and “Borchard opportunity site”. I especially loved the young people who said they wanted to party in Thousand Oaks rather than Oxnard
or LA because it was safer. Won’t the mere act of having young people being young people make it less safe? Then there were the
majority that were opposed. These are people who love here for the quiet lifestyle. They miss the same qualities I do. Did you know I went
to work one day at Conejo Valley Vet Clinic (in the old days) and an elephant was tethered outside on Thousand Oaks Blvd? I know it will
never be like that again. I’ve known that since you built the city hall you’re planning to remodel on the Chumash Summer Camp. No, you
haven’t done it like I would have, but it’s time to stop. How can this not be put on the ballet? Have some courage the people that elected
you know what they want.

Tim Toton

Thousand Oaks

9A

Opposed

I strongly oppose the land use amendments because the plan is based on incomplete, skewed, corrupted and abused public comment
techniques highlighted in the response to my California Public Records Act request for duplicate IP addresses and E‐Mails of respondents
to the last survey. While chastising me for trying to upset the planner's apple cart, they did very much acknowledge there were multiple
times where an IP was used to answer more than once, up to TWELVE TIMES, in fact and further elucidated the childishly easy was a web
browser respondent could simply delete their cookies and answer again. "THIS SURVEY IS BOGUS." said Councilman MacNamee and I
totally agree. This is NOT the voice of Conejo Valley. This is the stuffed ballot box of those who wish to pave paradise and put up a parking
lot. VOTE NO! Most of you promised voters you were slow growth. Most of you may have lied to voters. This is not the time to toil with
voters emotions. Lots of recalls and activism happening locally.

Madison Long

Thousand Oaks

9A

Opposed

I believe we can satisfy Sacramento's housing requirements without concentrating so much on a single location (The Boulevard).
Please consider reducing the density
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Name (Optional)

City

Item # In favor/
Opposed
9A
Opposed

Nicole Hanson

Thousand Oaks

May Marcinek

Thousand Oaks

9A

Opposed

Jennifer

Newbury Park

9A

N/A

Marliese Hegele

Thousand Oaks

9A

Opposed

Cathy Schutz

Westlake Village

9A

N/A

Giovanni Long

Thousand Oaks

9A

N/A

Comment
This Preferred Land Use Map is pushing us in a direction that goes against the original vision of Thousand Oaks and it's current character.
Please keep our 35 foot building height limit and just meet the state mandated housing requirement at this time. there is no rush for all
the rest. There is a real danger that this plan could cause irreparable damage to our beautiful city. We have to get this right. What's done
cannot be undone.
I am reiterating a trusted friend:
“Still feeling very concerned about this land use map. Are we approving space for so many more units than we have been asked to by the
state because we have already spent nearly 2 million dollars on the consultation with an outside vendor. We need to put the brakes on
this fast forward action and save the recommendations by the vendor for the future IF we need to add more units. There must be some
consideration and limit to the state’s requirements based on infrastructure and therefore overall capacity for more units. I know they are
challenging communities to embrace change and creativity statewide and that is a positive for CA. But, we also must look at our local
capacity and take a step toward meeting the already requested units, but not go ten steps further without knowing what we will be able
to add and/or even need to. The Borchard lot that is being considered for development seems like a mistake that would be a direct result
of the false pressure and urgency put on this issue. We have sensible places to add 3K or even up to 10K units without taking unnecessary
risks and making demands on areas already in need of improved infrastructure. Please put a halt on this approval and revise it to reflect a
more practical and reasonable approach.”
I am a Newbury Park resident and a mother who supports adding housing capacity in multiple T.O. neighborhoods in the General Plan
Land Use Element, especially through the Village Centers concept. I also support a mixed use designation for the Borchard opportunity
site.
Flexibility for mixed use at more Village Centers would help provide housing opportunities for a more diverse mix of incomes, ages, and
abilities, would help facilitate a much improved transit network by creating logical hubs, and would support local business in smaller
shopping centers by providing critical mass of customers – among many other benefits. These are foundational to creating a more livable
TO for the future.
I strongly disagree with the height of the buildings and the density in the Preferred Land Use Map. I don't think this is in keeping with
Thousand Oaks' image.

I am a long time city resident and I wold like to recommend using Neighborhood Centers, the Oaks Mall, Janss Marketplace and open
areas in Newbury Park for the additional housing you are contemplating. Very little housing should be added to Thousand Oaks Blvd,
however, the Lakes would be an ideal place for apartments as there is ample space for parking in their large parking lot. I've always loved
the semi rural feel of our city and hope you will keep it hat way by keeping bldg heights no taller than 4 stories. And of course, preserve
our beautiful oak trees.
Making Village Centers in the Oaks Mall, Janss Marketplace, Amgen employment hub, and other existing neighborhood commercial
centers throughout Thousand Oaks is the solution to the challenges Thousand Oaks faces. We need more truly affordable housing in T.O
so that future generations can actually afford to move and live here.
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Name (Optional)

City

Kelly Goebel

Thousand Oaks

Item # In favor/
Opposed
9A
In favor

Comment
Dear Council Members, City Staff and Community:
19 minutes. Actually, 19 minutes and 35 seconds.
This is the theoretical MAX TIME the existing basin would provide if the Arroyo were completely overwhelmed in a 100‐year / 500‐year
storm.
Per 2006 City report:
•Basin Out‐Flow (Borchard FWY culvert) = 5,435‐CFS
•Basin In‐Flow (SBAC) = 9,111‐CFS
•theore c max FILL‐RATE of the basin = 3,676‐CFS = 0.0843 acre‐feet per second
Per 2009 VA Consulting – Existing Basin Storage Volume Calc:
•99.2 acre‐feet = 4,321,146 cubic‐feet
•4,321,146 cubic‐feet @ 3,676‐CFS = 1,175 seconds = 19.59 mins
What if the proposed mixed‐use project actually increased this capacity? What if the EIR & Civil simultaneously provided comprehensive
solutions to improve both the basin’s capacity AND the city’s existing system?
All challenges have solutions – the City Council simply needs to say YES to allowing the long‐time Thousand Oaks applicant, with a proven
track record, to find a way.
I urge each Councilmember to consider the cost of living and livability of not just our current generation, but all generations to come.
Furthermore, mixed‐use projects, like the Borchard property and Village Centers, are vital to distributing the family growth throughout
the City – this is critical to our local public schools. As an individual, serving as the current Vice Chair of CVUSD’s Independent Citizen’s
Bong Oversight Committee – I strongly endorse the District’s statement for the dire need of new‐family housing throughout the City – not
just in Westlake/TO – but also in Newbury Park and all Village Centers.
Warm Regards to you All as you thoughtfully consider such a complicated issue.
Kelly Goebel
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